


Introduction
"I think that any composer in the post-4'33" era has to come to grips with what Cage did for

music (or maybe he did it to music...)" 

- Matthew Saunders, composer

John Cage's influence on the world of music is undeniable. His story has been
told many times, by many authors and researchers with far more resources and
knowledge than the two graduate students who happened upon this small
treasure of artifacts. But this small chapter of his life, and how it intersects with
the complicated, unique, (and dare we say infamous?) city of Cincinnati has gone
largely undocumented.

I myself am a graduate of the University of Cincinnati College-Conservatory of
Music. I dutifully studied music history for two years as required. We learned
about John Cage, his groundbreaking ideas, from prepared piano to chance and
conceptual compositions. Some of us joked, some turned up our noses...but all of
us thought, even if only for a moment. It was something we all remembered,
which is more than I can say for a large chunk of the rest of my music history
classes.



And yet, never once did a professor or teaching assistant mention the fact that
Cage had been here. In Cincinnati. At UC. That in late 1967 and early 1968, Cage
served as Composer-in-Residence, performing his works in the same halls where
we performed, cordially explaining his philosophies of life and art to the students
and audiences who had come before us. The title "Echoes of Silence" was thus
chosen for this project, not only to honor the composer's famous explorations of
silence, but also to reference the suprising silence in the CCM and Cincinnati
community about Cage's time here. 

" Perhaps what Cage does for composers is to highlight the relative importance (or
unimportance) of the composer..."

- Matthew Saunders

Given the broad scope of Cage’s works, we must limit ourselves to the material at
hand, from his work at the College Conservatory of Music, the manuscript by UC
Philosophy Department Chair Van Meter Ames, his subsequent work at the
Contemporary Arts Center, to the contemporary works of the Cincinnati
Percussion Group and CCM student Lauren Fink.

1. The manuscript of Van Meter Ames. 



2. Recital performance by Lauren Fink.
3. Interview with Allen Otte and Lauren Fink.
4. Photographs and documents from Cage’s time in Cincinnati.
5. Links to external resources with additional information on John Cage.

As you can see, by just scratching the surface, a wealth of information has
bubbled up. Cage’s influence on Cincinnati and the University of Cincinnati is
undeniable. We are very excited about what we have accomplished with this
project and leave to the university for others to explore.

Surely, others can tell this story better than we can. And hopefully they will. So
much like Cage, we are choosing to eliminate ourselves from the process of
composing this resource as much as possible. Somehow, we feel he would have
wanted it that way. Our intent is to share the raw materials we have discovered,
and shine a light on Cage's time here the same way he shone a light on the
sounds, and spaces without sounds, all around us. We also hope to provide a
starting point for others to learn more about Cage's ideas, his music, and his
legacy, by providing links to some informative, entertaining, and thought-
provoking resources. We hope these serve as a push in the right direction, and
encourage the reader to explore haphazardly, aleatorically, and to see where
chance takes you. We, hopefully like Cage, are providing the means for an
audience to experience their own journey. Happy mushroom- hunting! 



A Book of Changes:  The Van Meter
Ames Manuscript

Being limited in time and resources, we have chosen to include those chapters
which deal most directly with Cage's time in Cincinnati.  The archives contain
multiple drafts and versions, and often the choice between one version over
another was an arbitrary one, or one based solely on the papers which were in the
best condition.  We also chose to include an alternate beginning to Ames' first
chapter, as the first sentence of this draft alone was priceless in our estimation.  

Lauren Fink was the first to discover the depth of material contained in the Van
Meter Ames papers in the UC Archives.  Her blog posts below offer an excellent
introduction to the manuscript, and we encourage readers to begin there.  

Zen in the Archives

URC Funds Granted for Study of ARB's Van Meter Ames
Collection

...

http://www.libraries.uc.edu/liblog/2011/08/03/zen-in-the-archives-and-rare-books-library-john-cage-and-the-van-meter-ames-papers/
http://www.libraries.uc.edu/liblog/2012/05/11/urc-funds-granted-for-study-of-arbs-van-meter-ames-collection-2/


MANUSCRIPT CHAPTER 1

































MANUSCRIPT CHAPTER 1 ALTERNATE BEGINNING











MANUSCRIPT CHAPTER 2



























MANUSCRIPT CHAPTER 6























































MANUSCRIPT CHAPTER 7































EDITOR RESPONSES TO AMES MANUSCRIPT

It goes without saying that Ames' work was unconventional, and thus was greeted
skeptically by publishers. Included in the archive collection were these response
letters. It is a shame that no one was willing to support this beautiful work.
However, their loss was our gain.

















"Matriculaphony" by Lauren Fink
John Cage's influence in the music world continues to be felt.  As new
generations of musicians discover his work, some are inspired to explore the
possibilities which are freed by his philosophies.  Just as we were settling on Cage
as the subject of this project, we were made aware of the fact that Lauren Fink, a
senior percussion student at CCM, was performing a piece inspired by Cage's
work as her senior project.  In fact, the piece was directly based on Van Meter
Ames' manuscript included in this project. It was just the kind of serendipity
which seemed to have guided this enterprise from the start.    

We encourage you to read Lauren's excellent program notes for an explanation of
the work, before viewing it.



















We were lucky enough to be able to record the performance of this work, and are
pleased to present it here.

http://youtu.be/pcFtX0GDQOE


Interview with Allen Otte and
Lauren Fink

Allen Otte is a founding member of Percussion Group Cincinnati. PGC was
instrumental in exposing Cage's percussion works to a new audience, and
solidifying their place in the percussion and larger classical music canon. Otte had
the rare and unique opportunity to interact with Cage here in Cincinnati, and thus
has a unique perspective as both a Cage disciple and a long time Cincinnatian.  He
and Lauren were kind enough to allow us to interview them in order to gain their
insights on the arc of Cage's influence on music, Cincinnati, and a new generation
of musicians.



http://youtu.be/iaprETn-NnU


John Cage at CCM - Photographs
and Documents

One of the greatest pleasures in this project was the exploration of the documents
from Cage's time at CCM.  As a former CCM student who attended recital after
nondescript recital during my music education, it was fascinating in particular for
me to see programs which, as far as I was concerned, belonged in a museum and
not in a dusty archive box.  These were records of a piece of history - music
history, and Cincinnati history.  Being able to digitally preserve these and other
documents was a privilege and an honor, and we hope that you get a small
glimmer of the sense of wonder these small treasures provided us.

PROGRAMS AND EVENTS



































"HOW TO IMPROVE THE WORLD (YOU WILL ONLY MAKE

MATTERS WORSE) PART 3"

CONCURRENT WITH CAGE'S TIME IN CINCINNATI





































CAGE AND MERCE CUNNINGHAM EVENTS IN CINCINNATI































REVIEWS AND COMMENTARY



















PERSPECTIVES ON AMERICAN UNDERGROUND FILM (JOHN

CAGE ON 4-MEMBER PANEL)







































































CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN CAGE AND AMES























































PHOTOGRAPHS

















CAGE SCORE EXAMPLES



















CAGE VISUAL ART







ALLEN OTTE COLLECTION

Professor Otte was kind enough to invite us into his office to share some of his
personal collection of Cage-related documents.  What follows is just a small
sampling of the many photographs we were privileged to take.  Once again, we
can not thank Professor Otte enough for his generosity, which provided a
richness and depth to this project which would have been impossible otherwise.



Posters













Scores

























































Centennial Programs































"DO YOU WANT A DOUBLE SIGNATURE?"

Professor Otte told us a story of how people would approach John Cage to ask for
his signature. Cage would willingly comply, however on occasion he would ask if

the person wanted a double signature. To create his double signature, Cage would
sign his name and then turn the paper 180 degrees and sign again, layering the

two signatures.

Below is an example of a double signature by Professor Otte.







MISCELLANEOUS IMAGES























CAGE'S DEATH











External Resources

There exists a wealth of knowledge on the internet about John Cage and his work.
 We were pleasantly surprised in particular to discover the depth of high-quality
multimedia available on YouTube.  We present the following links as a way for
you to explore and discover more of John Cage's philosophy, his music, his art,
and his influence.  

JOHN CAGE INTERVIEW FOOTAGE

John Cage Discusses Silence

John Cage with Merce Cunningham

John Cage on Indeterminancy - (Part 1 of 4)

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v%3DpcHnL7aS64Y
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v%3DZNGpjXZovgk
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v%3DAJMekwS6b9U%26list%3DPL58A22FF03694ED39


John Cage from "I Have Nothing to Say and I am Saying It"
(Multiple Parts)

John Cage from Peter Greenaway's "Four American
Composers" series (Part 1 of 7)

John Cage on "Opus 20 Modern Masterworks" (Part 1 of 2)

John Cage from "Poetry in Motion" (includes a rare reference
to his time in Cincinnati)

"How to Get Out of the Cage - A Year with John Cage"

John Cage Radio Interview with Connie Goldman, KCRW

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v%3DY3hO7B80dWQ%26list%3DPL58A22FF03694ED39
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v%3DSbp4rkenEak%26list%3DPL58A22FF03694ED39
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v%3DxhUDn4x2R6s%26list%3DPL9C649354FDF43658
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v%3DcNyvZznMmqM
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v%3DLUPi_nK3Bis
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v%3D9GqHikJSQhQ


PERFORMANCES OF 4'33"

Piano

Full Orchestra

Organ

Percussion

NWS 4'33" Playlist

Death Metal

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v%3DJTEFKFiXSx4
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v%3DzY7UK-6aaNA
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v%3D73ULw7RlNBE
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v%3DVTsNr7zqkMU
http://www.youtube.com/playlist?list%3DPL4M274Vsdh6p_QGCmtS6qq7fRyIMuZgSO
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v%3DhUzI3Ui1Eok


PERFORMANCES OF OTHER CAGE WORKS

Sonata IV for Prepared Piano

Sonata V for Prepared Piano

Sonata X for Prepared Piano

Imaginary Landscape 4 for 12 Radios

Imaginary Landscape 4 for 12 Radios

Imaginary Landscape 5

In the Name of the Holocaust

Dream - Performed on keyboard percussion

Variations III

Cartridge Music

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v%3D_c39Ji4bD2I%26list%3DPL58A22FF03694ED39
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v%3DVYsx5Di3bso%26list%3DPL58A22FF03694ED39
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v%3Dce4TCth0gGM%26list%3DPL58A22FF03694ED39
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v%3DA0BNsBlzQII%26list%3DPL58A22FF03694ED39
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v%3D5A4kcW1QnIk%26list%3DPL58A22FF03694ED39
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v%3DC8b5epOonI8%26list%3DPL58A22FF03694ED39
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v%3Dq865x7K_QP4%26list%3DPL9C649354FDF43658
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v%3D1UPlYnBFrI0%26list%3DPL9C649354FDF43658
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v%3DLwsgAyZvgwY%26list%3DPL9C649354FDF43658
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v%3DFK4Y-txonRM%26list%3DPL9C649354FDF43658


First Construction in Metal

Aria for Any Voice

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v%3DavsWurrKA9s
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v%3DYyYd87PTJXg


CAGE PERFORMS CAGE

Water Walk from "I've Got a Secret"

Speech - 5 Radios

Amplified Cacti and Plant Material

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v%3DSSulycqZH-U
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v%3DAsqe7s2sJP0
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v%3DPbgr74yNM7M


MORE WEB RESOURCES

ARB Celebrates the John Cage Centennial Festival

John Cage Letters at Northwestern University

John Cage Trust

Percussion Group Cincinnati's Long Relationship with John
Cage by Steven Rosen

NWS: 4'33" Project

Percussion Group Cincinnati

The John Cage Prepared Piano App

http://www.libraries.uc.edu/liblog/2012/11/07/arb-celebrates-the-john-cage-centennial-festival/
http://findingaids.library.northwestern.edu/catalog/inu-ead-mus-archon-527
http://www.johncage.org
http://stevenrosenwriter.wordpress.com/2012/11/29/percussion-group-cincinnatis-long-relationship-with-john-cage/
http://www.nws.edu/johncagefest/NWS433.html
http://www.pgcinfo.com/PGC.html
http://johncage.org/cagePiano.html


APPENDIX: PHOTO RELEASE
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